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Become Music, Become Place

You don’t run down the present . . . You wait for it, empty-handed, 

and you are filled. — Annie Dillard

S
trAvinSky remArkeD thAt muSic iS the Sole DomAin in which

we fully realize the present. yet so much orchestral music
is constantly becoming—unfolding in narrative arcs, like

novels or movies. like the lives that most of us lead these days,
it’s always moving forward, always going somewhere (even if
only to the non-places of the internet). it’s rare, in our lives and in
our music, that we simply stay put and pay attention to where we
are, to what is happening around and within us, here and now.

the pieces of the Become trilogy are not symphonic stories
about rivers, deserts, or the sea. this is music that aspires to the
condition of place. the titles are not “Becoming . . .”. they’re
“Become . . .”. the invitation is for you, the listener, to enter into
the music, to lose yourself, and perhaps to discover oceans,
deserts, and rivers of your own.



Become River

i
’ve known mAny riverS in my life—SAnDy-bottomeD blAckwAter riverS

meandering through cypress forests in the deep South; breathless
whitewater rivers carving twisted stone staircases down the

Appalachians; the Snake river roaring between the sere slopes of hells
canyon; the gentle chena and the chatanika, their waters stained like
tea, drifting through the spruce forests of interior Alaska; the great yukon,
and its largest tributary, the tanana, rushing down from the glaciers in
channels braided like the intertwined arms of dancers.

for most of my life i lived in the
sprawling basin of the tanana. many
times my friends and i floated this river.
we came to know certain stretches
well—where the best campsites are,
where the current picks up at the
mouth of a creek, where to watch out
for sweepers, how to read the rapids
and the shallows in the cold, heavy,
grey water. yet the tanana, like all
rivers, is ultimately unknowable. it’s
always changing, always shifting
course, carving fresh channels back and

forth across the tundra that sweeps one hundred miles to the ever-white
peaks of the Alaska range.

A musical evocation of the tanana would have to be a long piece, for a
large orchestra. Become River is shorter, and scored for a smaller orchestra—
an orchestra turned upside down. rather than their usual position near
the edge of the stage, the violins are seated far upstage and elevated.
the entire ensemble is raked, from high to low sounds. over the course
of twenty minutes, the music flows downstream in three interlocking
streams  moving at different tempos, running to the sea.

Become Ocean

B
ecome ocean iS titleD After A meSoStic poem thAt John cAge wrote

in honor of lou harrison. likening harrison’s music to a river in
delta, cage wrote:

liStening to it
we become

ocean.

in Become ocean a full symphony orchestra is deployed in three different
ensembles, separated as widely as possible. each of these groups has its
own distinctive instrumental and harmonic colorations, each moving in its
own tempo. 

i composed Become ocean on the
edge of the pacific, in mexico, where
my wife and i lived for most of a
decade. yet from time to time when
people ask me: “which ocean is it?”
my answer is always the same: “Your

ocean.” 
Become ocean is a meditation on the

deep and mysterious tides of existence.
All life on this earth emerged from the
sea. And as the polar ice melts and sea
level rises, we humans find ourselves
facing the prospect that we may once
again quite literally become ocean.



Become Desert

i
imAgineD i woulD live my whole life in AlASkA. yet even AS A younger

man i sometimes said that if i ever left the north, it would be for the
desert. in my sixth decade, that happened. i will always think of

Alaska as my home. And leaving didn’t feel like any sort of renunciation.
in fact, it doesn’t feel like that much of a change. As i’d sensed all
those years ago, the tundra and the desert aren’t as different as they
might seem. 

climatically speaking, the Arctic is a
desert. both landscapes have few if any
trees. both have enormous skies, and
extraordinary qualities of light. And for
me the feeling of being on the tundra or
in the desert is remarkably similar.
throughout my years in Alaska, i
dreamed of a new music drawn from
the light, the air, the landscapes, and
the weather of the north. As i began to
learn the landforms, the light, the
weather, the plants, and the birds of the
desert, i began to dream of music that
resonates with those extraordinary landscapes. 

Become Desert completes this trilogy that i didn’t set out to write. in all
three of these works, space is a fundamental compositional element. i’m
not speaking only of poetic or metaphorical space, but also of the physical
space of the musical ensemble, and the acoustical space in which the music
is heard. At forty-two minutes, Become Desert is the same length as Become

ocean. but it encompasses an even larger musical space. five different
ensembles moving at five different tempos are stationed around the
audience. 

in the desert, as octavio paz observes: “that which is not stone is
light.” here, you can “close your eyes and listen to the singing of the
light.” this image led me to realize that Become Desert needed to include
human voices. the chorus sings a single word, throughout: Luz (the
Spanish word for “light”).

part of what draws me to the desert is that, like the tundra, most deserts
are places in which there are few people. but for me, the essence of the
desert is not absence. it is presence. in the space and stillness of the desert,
we listen for that singing of the light, and for the many voices of the wind,
broken only by stone and distance. in the desert there are moments when,
as paz says, you sense that “there is no one, not even yourself.” these
moments are invitations to surrender our expectations, to lose ourselves
in listening.

i composed Become Desert in mexico. As i worked, i imagined i was
creating a musical equivalent of the Sonoran Desert in which i lived. but
the music always knows more than the composer does, and from the
moment i arrived in the Atacama Desert of chile, i realized that, once
again, the music had led, and i had simply followed. in the Atacama, i
discovered a landscape the music had conjured before i arrived. to
paraphrase the old saw about god: if the Atacama did not exist, it would
be necessary to compose it. 

legend has it that as a visitor to mahler’s alpine retreat was admiring
the view, the composer remarked: “no need to look at that. i’ve already
composed it all.” but i’m not mahler. And i still prefer the real world to
my musical landscapes. even so, composing at the intersection of place
and imagination is my way to be more fully present in both. 

music is not what i do, it’s how i understand the world, how i know
where i am, and where i belong. All my life, i’ve been trying to compose
home. through music, i become place.

— John luther Adams



Become River

SeAttle Symphony
luDovic morlot, The Harriet overton Stimson music Director

firSt violin
elisa barston
Simon James, Second assistant concertmaster

Jennifer bai
mariel bailey
cecilia poellein buss
Ayako gamo
timothy garland
leonid keylin
mikhail Schmidt
clark Story
John weller
Jeannie wells yablonsky
Arthur Zadinsky

SeconD violin
michael miropolsky, John & carmen Delo assistant 

Principal Second Violin

kathleen boyer
brittany boulding breeden
gennady filimonov
evan Anderson
natasha bazhanov
Stephen bryant
linda cole
Xiao-po fei
Artur girsky
Andy liang
Andrew yeung
mae lin

violA
Susan gulkis Assadi, PoncHo Principal Viola

mara gearman
wesley Drying
Sayaka kokubo
Daniel Stone
rachel Swerdlow
Julie whitton
Allison farkas*
Joe gottesman*

cello
efe baltacigil, marks Family Foundation Principal cello

meeka Quan Dilorenzo, assistant Principal

nathan chan
eric han
roberta Downey
walter gray
vivian gu
David Sabee

bASS
Jordan Anderson, mr. & mrs. Harold H. Heath Principal 

String Bass

Joseph kaufman, assistant Principal

Jonathan burnstein
brendan fitzgerald°
travis gore
will langlie-miletich

piccolo/flute
Zartouhi Dombourian-eby, Robert & clodagh ash Piccolo

robin peery*

oboe
mary lynch, principal, Supported by anonymous donors

chengwen winnie lai

clArinet
benjamin lulich, mr. & mrs. Paul R. Smith Principal

laura Deluca, Dr. robert wallace clarinet

bASSoon
Seth krimsky, Principal

paul rafanelli

horn
mark robbins, associate Principal

Jonathan karschney, assistant Principal

Jenna breen

trumpet
Alexander white, assistant Principal

michael myers

trombone
ko-ichiro yamamoto, Principal

David lawrence ritt

timpAni
matthew Decker, assistant Principal

percuSSion
michael werner, Principal

michael clark

perSonnel mAnAger
Scott wilson

ASSiStAnt perSonnel mAnAger
keith higgins

librAry
robert olivia, associate Librarian

Jeanne case, Librarian

rachel Swerdlow, assistant Librarian

technicAl Director
Joseph e. cook

° temporary musician for 2017-2018 and 2018-2019 Seasons 
* extra musician

Become River was commissioned by the Saint paul chamber
orchestra.

Become River is published by taiga press (bmi) and distributed by
wise music/music Sales.

producers: nathaniel reichman, Dmitriy lipay
recording engineers: Dmitriy lipay, Alexander lipay
mixing and mastering engineer: nathaniel reichman
recorded at the S. mark taper foundation Auditorium, benaroya
hall, Seattle, wA, on June 15, 2018 and october 30, 2018. mixed
at Dolby  laboratories, new york, ny. mastered at Dubway Stu-
dios, Delmar, ny.

Special thanks to Steven Schick, cynthia Adams, molly Sheri-
dan, Allison  ryan-reichman, tim o’Donnell, peter and cathy
halstead, monte nickles, tobias wagner, elena Dubinets and
rosalie contreras.
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Jennifer bai
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Stephen bryant
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Andrew yeung
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mara gearman
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wesley Anderson Dyring
Sayaka kokubo
rachel Swerdlow
Julie whitton

cello
efe baltacıgil, Principal

meeka Quan Dilorenzo, assistant Principal

theresa benshoof, assistant Principal

eric han
bruce bailey
roberta hansen Downey
walter gray
vivian gu
David Sabee

bASS
Jordan Anderson, The mr. & mrs. Harold H. Heath Principal 

String Bass

Joseph kaufman, assistant Principal

Jonathan burnstein
Jennifer godfrey
travis gore
Jonathan green
nancy page griffin

flute
Demarre mcgill, Principal, Supported by David and Shelley 

Hovind ++
christie reside, principal *
Judy washburn kriewall
Zartouhi Dombourian-eby

piccolo
Zartouhi Dombourian-eby, The Robert & clodagh ash Piccolo

oboe
ben hausmann, Principal

chengwen winnie lai
Stefan farkas

engliSh horn
Stefan farkas

clArinet
christopher Sereque, The mr. & mrs. Paul R. Smith Principal

clarinet

laura Deluca
larey mcDaniel

e-flAt clArinet
laura Deluca

bASS clArinet
larey mcDaniel

bASSoon
Seth krimsky, Principal

paul rafanelli
mike gamburg

contrAbASSoon
mike gamburg

horn
Jeffrey fair, The charles Simonyi Principal Horn

mark robbins, associate Principal

Jonathan karschney, assistant Principal *
Adam iascone

trumpet
David gordon, The Boeing company Principal Trumpet

Alexander white, assistant Principal *
geoffrey bergler

trombone
ko-ichiro yamamoto, Principal

David lawrence ritt
Stephen fissel

bASS trombone
Stephen fissel

tubA
christopher olka, Principal

timpAni
michael crusoe, Principal

percuSSion
michael A. werner, Principal

michael clark
ron Johnson

hArp
valerie muzzolini gordon, Principal, Sponsored by Sally G. Phinny

keyboArD
kimberly russ, piano +
Joseph Adam, organ +



perSonnel mAnAger
Scott wilson

ASSiStAnt perSonnel mAnAger
keith higgins

librAry
patricia takahashi-blayney, Principal Librarian

robert olivia, associate Librarian

ron Johnson, rachel Swerdlow, assistant Librarians

technicAl Director
Joseph e. cook

+ resident
* temporary musician for 2013–2014 Season
++ on leave

the Seattle Symphony wishes to recognize the following additional
musicians who performed on this recording: Anait Arutunian,
blayne barnes, John carrington, catherine case, bruce hudson,
charles Jacot, michael lim, ruth mar, matthew mcgrath, Jennifer
nelson and laura renz. 

recorded at the S. mark taper foundation Auditorium, benaroya
hall, Seattle, wA, on november 12, 2013

recorded and edited by Dmitriy lipay
mixed and mastered by nathaniel reichman at Dubway Studios,

nyc

the Seattle Symphony’s commission of John luther Adams’
Become ocean was generously underwritten by lynn and brian
grant. the premiere of this piece was supported in part by a
grant from the national endowment for the Arts.

Become ocean is published by taiga press (bmi), distributed by wise
music/music Sales.

Associate producers: william blakeney, christine clark, bernd
herzogenrath, cheryl D. lew and gabriel pasquale

thank you: elena Dubinets, Simon woods, rosalie contreras,
fred and Alexandra peters, todd tarantino, Samuel birmaher,
Sue bienkowski and bonnie wright
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Joseph crnko, associate conductor for choral activities
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Stephen bryant
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Julie whitton
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mary lynch, Principal, Supported by anonymous donors

ben hausmann, associate Principal
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Stefan farkas
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Stefan farkas
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eric Jacobs



e-flAt clArinet
laura Deluca

bASS clArinet
eric Jacobs
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Seth krimsky, Principal
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mike gamburg **
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mike gamburg **
Dana Jackson °

horn
Jeffrey fair, charles Simonyi Principal Horn

mark robbins, associate Principal, Supported by Stephen Whyte

Jonathan karschney, assistant Principal

Jenna breen
John turman
Danielle kuhlmann

trumpet
David gordon, Boeing company Principal Trumpet

Alexander white, assistant Principal

christopher Stingle
michael myers

trombone
ko-ichiro yamamoto, Principal

David lawrence ritt
Stephen fissel

bASS trombone
Stephen fissel
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John Dicesare, Principal

timpAni
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matthew Decker, assistant Principal

percuSSion
michael A. werner, Principal

michael clark
matthew Decker
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valerie muzzolini, Principal, Supported by eliza and Brian Shelden

keyboArD
Joseph Adam, organ +

perSonnel mAnAger
Scott wilson
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keith higgins

librAry
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Jeanne case, Librarian

rachel Swerdlow, assistant Librarian

ArtiSt in ASSociAtion
Dale chihuly

honorAry member
cyril m. harris †

+ resident
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° temporary musician for 2018–2019 Season

the Seattle Symphony wishes to recognize the following additional
musicians who performed on this recording: elizabeth phelps,
Amber Archibald-Sesek, Aaron conitz, Joseph gottesman, charles
Jacot, theresa benshoof, todd larsen, rose gear, edward burns,
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carrington and matthew tutsky.
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Become Desert was co-commissioned by:

Seattle Symphony
ludovic morlot, music Director
with the generous support of leslie and Dale chihuly

the new york philharmonic
Jaap van Zweden, music Director

with co-commissions from the San Diego Symphony
and the rotterdam philharmonic orchestra.

Become Desert was premiered by the Seattle Symphony on march
29 and 31, 2018, in benaroya hall as part of the Seattle Symphony’s
Delta Air lines masterworks Season.

producers: nathaniel reichman, Dmitriy lipay
recording engineers: Dmitriy lipay, Alexander lipay
mixing and mastering engineer: nathaniel reichman
recorded on September 25 and 26, 2018 in the S. mark taper
foundation Auditorium in benaroya hall, Seattle, wA. edited
at tippet rise Art center, fishtail mt. mixed at Dolby laborato-
ries, new york, ny. mastered at Dubway Studios, Delmar, ny.

music engraving by Samuel clay birmaher

Special thanks to cynthia Adams, molly Sheridan, Allison ryan-
reichman, tim o’Donnell, earl blackburn, peter and cathy hal-
stead, monte nickles, krishna thiagarajan, elena Dubinets and
rosalie contreras.



Special thanks to the robert D. bielecki foundation and the Aaron
copland fund for music for their invaluable contributions to this
recording.

Become Desert is published by taiga press (bmi) and distributed
by wise music/music Sales.

the Become trilogy

remixed and remastered by nathaniel reichman in stereo, 5.1
surround, and Dolby Atmos. (5.1 and Dolby Atmos mixes are
available in digital format only.)

Become ocean (cA21101) and Become Desert (cA21148) were each
originally released as a 2-disc cD+DvD set, in stereo and 5.1, on
cantaloupe music.

Executive producers: michael gordon, David lang, kenny
Savelson and Julia wolfe
Label manager: bill murphy
Cantaloupe sales manager: Adam cuthbert
Label assistant: cassie weiland
Art direction and graphic design: Jim fox
Photography: Andy futreal (front), pete woodhead (JlA image,
back), David köster (Become River, neon river valley, from the
neon country series), Sebastian meckelmann (Become ocean), Ste-
fan kunze (Become Desert)

for more information about the Seattle Symphony, visit
seattlesymphony.org.

for more about everything you hear on the Become trilogy, visit can-

taloupemusic.com and     johnlutheradams.net. to get specially priced
advance copies of all our new releases, as well as catalog discounts and
other perks, sign up for the cantaloupe club or our digital subscription
service at cantaloupemusic.com/fans. 
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